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•  Collects the case law from the Federal Circuit dealing with every
aspect of claim construction.

•   Includes the cases decided in the past year on each point, as well
as earlier where relevant. 

• Designed to get you answers quickly about recent decisions in the
Federal Circuit on every aspect of claim construction law.
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Claim construction is at the heart of most
patent disputes. Claim Construction in the
Federal Circuit 2006 Edition is a concise,
handy reference that collects the case law
dealing with every aspect of patent claim
construction by the Federal Circuit last year.
Updated annually, this book is an invaluable
resource to everyone who has to know or
give an opinion on what a patent covers,
from beginners to seasoned litigators and
including federal judges, patent litigation
attorneys, in-house counsel, and patent
prosecutors who prepare patent 
specifications and claims.

Written and edited by litigators on the
Litigation Committee of IPLAC – one of the
largest IP bar associations in the U.S. – this
book presents the cases decided last year on
each point, as well as earlier years where
helpful. Claim Construction in the Federal
Circuit 2006 Edition is designed to get you
answers quickly about recent decisions in
the Federal Circuit on every aspect of claim 
construction law.

Topics covered include:

• Claim Construction Principles

• Claim Language and Other Evidence

• Claim Indefiniteness

• Procedure and Timing 

• Summary Judgments 

• Opinion Writers

Claim Construction in the Federal Circuit 2006
Edition provides a concise, insightful summary of the
year’s cases as they impact claim construction and
includes important historical and subject matter 
context for the decisions. The work is a wonderful
aid for both prosecution and litigation counsel.

Bradford Price
Senior Patent Counsel
Baxter Healthcare Corporation
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